CLIENT CASE STUDIES

Andy Saywell is a wedding photographer based in
the small village Newton, Nottingham. He provides
a unique twist to all his projects which are presented
in a wooden box containing a USB stick and prints
of the newlyweds’ special day.

Andy is specialised only in tailored wedding photography.
Prior to the “big day” he sets up a meeting with the excited
couple and discusses their requirements to capture the
style of photography they would prefer.
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The challenge & objectives
Andy wanted to get to page 1 for his photography services
in Nottingham and given the level of competition for that
specific area we have advised that it is not going to be a
short journey. Prior to search engine optimisation, most of
the keywords he wanted us to target were not ranking in
top 5 pages of Google.
The challenge was to rank a website with minimal history
within Google in a competitive area, for a high demanding
service, on an affordable budget.

Solution
Within the first few months of SEO, we advised Andy to
ramp up the written content on his website. Our on-page
team proceeded with the initial checks / audit, followed by
implementing changes on the website, while the content
team ensured relevant copy was created & added to the
website. While the on-page & content tasks were being
worked on, the link building team devised a strategy to

push up the rankings for keywords we have researched
and advised upon.
After a few months, Andy decided to revamp his website
to look more modern and ensure all our recommendations
were implemented. Along with this, we have advised to
continue keeping up with posting on his blog & social
media channels.
After the first 7 months, Andy started seeing a fantastic
increase in enquiries / business, due to keywords with
great volumes of searches reaching page 1 of Google.
The enquiries coming through the website are organic
enquiries and according to Andy they are “all legitimate
clients specifically looking for a wedding photographer”.
Apart from the keywords we have been tracking, Andy is
also ranking for another approx. 170 keywords in top 10
pages of Google.

UK Digital Marketing Dashboard Results for SaywellHQ:
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Client Testimonial
I have been with UK Digital Marketing now for just over a
year and in that time Kevin and his team have worked
wonders with my SEO.
The world of wedding photography is a very, very
crowded place, the barriers to entry are very low, for,
under £1k, you can buy yourself a camera and start
your wedding photography business, all this means that
more and more competition is entering the market on an
almost daily basis.
I knew that my work was good, I knew I had something
different about the way I work at a wedding, the style of
my wedding photography and the images I capture - but
I wasn't being found via the major search engines and
various socials channels.
I contacted UK Digital Marketing and talked them
through what I wanted, they listened and came back to
me with an SEO package that would help me get to
where I wanted to be and rank me for the keywords
and phrases that would help me attract the right type
of traffic to my site.
The main search phrase I wanted to rank on the first
page of google for was 'Nottingham Wedding
Photographer'. Since UK Digital Marketing has taken
over my SEO work I have moved from an average
position of 49 for 'Nottingham Wedding Photographer'
to ranking consistently in the top 6.
UK Digital Marketing have worked on c. 16 keyword
phrases for my business and all of them a ranking on
the first or the top of the second page on Google. This
consistency across many keyword phrases mean that
people are constantly seeing my name and my
website when searching for wedding photography
in Nottingham. Whether it be 'unique wedding
photographer
Nottingham',
'documentary style
wedding photographer Nottingham' or 'natural
wedding photographer Nottingham'.
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This consistent visibility has made a big difference to my
wedding business - I'm being found organically through
search engines, I'm being booked by people who
have found me because of the SEO work done by UK
Digital Marketing and the images I capture.
When I first started out as a wedding photographer, I
ploughed money into advertising on Facebook, Google,
specialist wedding blogs and websites. If I was to have
my time again, I would have started my SEO journey with UK
Digital Marketing much earlier than I did.
I would highly recommend UK Digital Marketing to
anyone who is looking into outsourcing their SEO
(unless you are a Nottingham Wedding Photographer, in
which case you should struggle along doing it
yourself :) UK Digital Marketing with their SEO
work has helped people find me, my images,
my work and style then helps them book."
Andy Saywell

